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Effectiveness of the work is an attempt or a job can be managed properly in accordance with planned or predetermined. Effectiveness of the work is very crucial to the success of an organization because the effectiveness of the work is a state that shows how far the work to be planned or desired can be accomplished or reached, in the meaning that more and more plans that can be done so more effectively is also an activity. Effectiveness of the work of the village is affected by several things one of which is leadership.

Thus the main problem in this research is how strong the relationship of leadership adopted by the Village Head with work effectiveness of the Officials Village In Talang Bojong Village Kotabumi Kota Of The North Lampung District. Methods used in this research is descriptive research method that aims to explain the significant relationship between the leadership village head with work effectiveness of the village officials.
Gathering techniques of data used in this research is a questionnaire. Respondents in this research were 30 person consist of 8 person of the Village Officials, 14 person of the Neighborhood, and 8 person of the Community Leaders In Talang Bojong Village Kotabumi Kota Of The North Lampung District. To analyze the data using product moment correlation analysis, which was then consulted with the correlation table.

The results showed that the leadership has a significant relationship with work effectiveness of the village officials. Seen from the calculation of product moment correlation r value calculate is 0,843. After that do test hypotheses used t-test and t value calculate is 8,293 while t value table is 2,048 at significant level 5 %. t calculate > t table is 8,293 > 2,048 because of that Ho is ignore and Ha is accept. r value of 0,843 calculate is then consulted with the correlation table and lies between 0,80 to 1,000 which means the relationship of leadership of the Village Head with the work effectiveness of the Village Officials In Talang Bojong Village Kotabumi Kota Of The North Lampung District is very strong.

With the results we can conclude that there is a positive and significant elationship of leadership of the Village Head with work effectiveness of the Village Officials In Talang Bojong Village Kotabumi Kota Of The North Lampung District. In the data analysis, also show that the level of influence given by the relationship of leadership of the Village Head with work effectiveness of the Village Officials In Talang Bojong Village Kotabumi Kota Of The North Lampung District are 71 %. 